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The Scout Guide was created more than 10 years ago with a mission to
help support and save local businesses. I had the honor of bringing this
publication to Columbus in 2015, and I have felt so privileged to help share
the stories of the incredible entrepreneurs and creative minds that
have graced its pages.
Many unforeseen challenges have presented themselves to us these past couple
of years; but with that, I have never seen so much strength and hard work or
felt a sense of community from our city. It has been truly inspiring to me, and
I hope you see it reflected within the pages of this guide.
We wanted to pay homage to our city and use some of our iconic landmarks
as locations for our photoshoots. From the Ohio Theatre and Statehouse to
the Columbus Museum of Art, discover some of the places around town that
are so beloved and pay a visit to them yourself!
I was so lucky to work with some exceptionally gifted individuals this year
who photographed, documented, and designed each page to perfection.
I cannot begin to thank you enough for all the time and energy you put into
helping curate this guide.
And most of all, I am so profoundly grateful for the businesses who appear in
this year’s edition and for their trust in me to help advocate for them. Please
visit, shop, use their services, and think LOCAL whenever you can. And don’t
forget to tell them THE SCOUT GUIDE sent you.
Enjoy!
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HOPE HOLLOW
Hope Hollow is a Columbus-based non-profit whose
mission is to provide lodging, meals, transportation and
emotional support—at no cost—to cancer patients
and their loved ones, who are financially in need, while
on their journey with cancer.
Hope Hollow was founded by Jane Jacquemin-Clark and
her husband Kevin Clark as a way of living the gratitude
for Jane being a two-time survivor of cancer. They are
living their gratitude by offering welcome, hospitality,
and hope to those coming to Columbus, Ohio seeking
medical treatment for cancer.
It has been said that “strangers are friends we have yet to
meet.” In the spirit of caring, Hope Hollow helps those to
feel at home while traveling away from home.
Jane and Kevin hope to make a positive difference in the
lives of persons they have yet to meet.

hopehollow.org
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LIVE. LOVE. LOCAL.
Visit columbus.thescoutguide.com to discover features about local businesses,
browse local finds, and stay connected with Columbus’ small business scene.
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